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From:  Tewa (www.tewa.org.np) 

Nagarik Aawaz (www.nagarikaawaz.org.np) 

Subject: Post EQ Update - Our Situation/Work on the Ground - 30 

Date:   31 March, 2016 (bi-monthly)    

 

General:  
 
Well!  Our world! Nepal is no different.  We seem to be getting it from both sides 
now – our planet as she frets and fumes over damages abuses to her, and our so called 
leaders/rulers/oppressors (all kinds corporate, political, economic) who in their power 
struggles and simple greed or irresponsibility are hurting us more than ever.  On the 
28th Kathmandu experienced a storm that was the biggest so far hurting over 7 people 
– imagine those still living in skimpy shelters!   
 
The diesel and gas situation has not fully yet eased yet, and people are still lining up.  
Furthermore, there is background noise going on that the fuel supply will be once 
more disrupted owing to the ongoing Madhesh parties' agitations (although their plans 
are not yet disclosed).  So peoples' fears and worries have not subsided.  Given our 
situation now in prolonged recovery period this may prove to be more damaging than 
ever before. 
 
Case Study:  

1. Bhooj Kumari 
Kadhariya, 

aged 35, is a 
single woman 
who is 
unmarried and is 

economically 
very poor. She 
has no formal 
education and 
works as a 
laborer for her 
survival.  After 
the earthquake 

damaged the house, her only asset, she was not able to dismantle the damaged 
house as she could not afford to pay the labourers.  Our HTG Volunteers 
helped her to dismantle the house and will provide support in rebuilding work.  
Additionally, she received a cash support of Rs 30,000 from Tewa. 
 

2. Nine women's groups have been formed in Gorkha District with 11 members 
in each group named as follow: 

• Lalupatay (poinsettia) 

• Pragatishil (progressive) 

• Himal (snow-capped mountains) 

• Laligurash (rhododendron) 

• Shrijanshil (creative) 
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• Milijuli (in solidarity) 

• Sayapatri (marigold) 

• Alkadevi (goddess Alkadevi), and  

• Dhungedhara (stone-tap) Women's Group. 

 

Support on livelihood 
development program 
were provided to the 
women survivors of the 
earthquake and they are 
now engaged in  (a) 
poultry farming 
(ducks/chicken), (b) a 
local shop, (c) wild 
boar rearing and (d) 
mushroom farming  
training.  Each 
women's' group is 
provided with a 
revolving fund from 
which they can take a loan of 10, to 5 thousand rupees, given out on a monthly 
installment.  

 

Tewa/NA:  

.                                         
NA is continuing the monthly meetings with the psychosocial support workers in five 
districts and the youths are simultaneously raising awareness on the importance of on 
the issue.  It has been felt that there is more support needed for effective coordination 

as well as skills building.  Also 
the youths need ongoing 
support in the area of writing 
effective reports, which is also 
built into the monthly visits.  
As per NA's experience so far 
with the EQ affected 
population, a small survey has 
begun looking particularly into 
context based livelihood 
support.  Psychosocial 
counseling session was 
conducted in the 2 local 
secondary school of 
Ramecchap district.  40 boys 
and 37 girls benefited. 

 
Regarding the HTG programme led by Tewa, it is remarkable how much good work 
is being done in each of the 6 programme districts.  Just to give an example, in 
Sindhupalchowk district, a women's community house in Sanga Chowk, has been 
recently inaugurated.  In this community alone, HTG volunteers coordinated with the 
local women to dismantle 47 earthquake-damaged homes.  Ongoing tuition is being 
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provided to 25 students of the local community school.  Refreshments, exercise 
books, and pencils are distributed to these students as per need.  A one-day orientation 
class has also been conducted on the duty, roles, and responsibilities of the 
board/members of 3 women's organizations belonging to Dalits, single women, and 
Tewa grantee, the Adibasi Janjati Women's Organization.  This is ensuring the 
strengthening of women's agency/ies. 
 

Others: 

 

At Tewa, the work on the building of 
Aanandi 3 is rolling.  The design is 
being sent to the Municipality for 
approval, the boundary walls are 
completed and there is a little 
guardhouse that is also nearing 
completion.  While we began with a 
small amount of money scurried 
together by the Tewa Center, we have 
an estimated budget of $ 400,000 
which will be needed for completion of 
the building in March 2017.  As you 
know this building was necessitated by 
the earthquake damaging the 
residential Annex in the Aadhar 
building.  We call on all our friends 
who can make a contribution for the 
building of the Aanandi 3 – to please 

help us in completing the Tewa 
Center, so that despite the earthquake 
and the blockade, Tewa can still reach 

its goal of self-reliance! 
 

Conclusions:  
 
Our post EQ work was only possible with the support of many of our 
supporters.  The government work moves like a wounded dinosaur and this is 
an ongoing worry.  But Tewa/NA cannot help but marvel at what has been 
possible in the communities they serve by remaining agile and frugal, by 
working with women and youths, and by sustaining people's hopes and dignity!   
 
Every now and then we marvel at how it has been possible to make so many 
significant differences, and express deep appreciations for your support. 

 
 
 


